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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SODIUM NITRATE.

BY RALPH W. G. WYcKQFF.

SYNopsIs.

The crystal structure of sodium nitrate has been determined from a study of the
Laue pho&graphs obtained by passing X-rays through crystal sections. The
method of interpretation is similar to that used by Nishikawa in studying spinel.

The unit rhombohedron of sodium nitrate is a body-centered structure containing
two molecules of NaNO&. The marshalling of the atoms in the crystal as a whole
resembles that within a crystal of sodium chloride with NO3 groups replacing the
chlorine atoms of NaCl.

EASUREMENTS of the reflection spectra from the (too) and

(III) faces of sodium nitrate have been made by W. L. Bragg. '

Because of the close crystallographic relationship between calcite and
sodium nitrate and because of their similar spectra it was concluded that
the atoms in sodium nitrate are arranged in the same fashion as are the
atoms in the more thoroughly studied calcium carbonate. If this ar-
rangement for the atoms in sodium nitrate is the correct one, then
univalent sodium replaces divalent calcium, and tri- or quinquivalent

nitrogen replaces quadrivalent carbon without changes in the crystal
structure. The inevitable conclusion is that in these two compounds
there is no peculiar connection between the valencies of the atoms con-

cerned and their arrangemerit in space.
This conclusion is of such great importance that it seemed desirable to

assure its truth by a more detailed study of the structure of sodium

nitrate. Consequently a determination of the crystal structure was

made from a study of the Laue patterns obtained by passing rays through
sections of sodium nitrate cut parallel to the (zoo) and the (r xz) faces.
The method of interpretation is a modification of that used by Nishikawa'

in studying spinel.

THE SPECIMENS.

The crystals used in these experiments were obtained by the slow

evaporation over sulphuric acid of a solution of sodium nitrate. The
specimens used were perfect rhombohedra about one centimeter on a side.

l Bragg, W. L., Proc. Roy. Soc. (A), 89, 468 (I9I4).
~ Nishikawa, S., Tokyo Sugaku-Buturigakkwai Kizi (2), VIII., I99 (I9I5).
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Sodium nitrate crystallizes in the ditrigonal scalenohedral class of the
hexagonal system. The crystallographic data are given as follows

I02 42.5; a: c = I:o.8297.

The best determination places the density as 2.27I.'

THE LATTICE AND THE NUMBER OF ASSOCIATED MOLECULES.

A comparison X-ray spectrum of tungsten using NaCI (ioo) face,

(a crystal of known spacing) and NaNO~, (too) face, was prepared.
The equation for reHection is

nX = 2d sin 0.

l (the wave-length) for the various lines of tungsten is known+ sin 8

(where 8 is the angle of diffraction) can be determined by measurements

upon the plate and from a knowledge of the distance from 'the crystal
to the plate. The result of a number of closely agreeing values for d/n

(the ratio of the spacing to the order of the reflection) is 3.03$ X Io ' cm.
The volume of a rhombohedral unit of structure of angle Io2' 42.5' in

terms of the spacing for the face (zoo) is

U (the volume) = d (happ) X I.O77,

m3I/
V = —= d' g I.o77,

p

where ns = the number of molecules associated with the unit of structure,
M = the weight of one molecule of sodium nitrate (85.oz X t.64 X io '4

gm. ), and p = the density.

d'/n' X t.o77 = m/n' X M/p,

ns/11$ = iV/(d'/ns X p X I.O77)

= 2.og8 if the unit is a rhombohedron.

It will be seen that the reHection closely corresponds with the second

order spectrum from a rhombohedron containing four molecules of
sodium nitrate. This is in agreement with the measurements of W. L.
Bragg (op. cit.) and suggests a face centered arrangement similar to that
deduced for calcite. Comparison of experiment with the other possible

unit, the hexagonal prism, indicated that a structure having the hexagonal

lattice is highly improbable.
' Groth, P. , Chemische Krystallographie, II., 72,
2 Groth, P., op. cit.
' Bragg, W. H. and Bragg, W. L., X-rays and Crystal Structure, Chap. 2.
4 Siegbahn, M. , Jahrb. d. Radioakt. u. Elektr'onik, XIII., Heft 3, 296 (I9I6).
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THE LOCATION OF THE ATOMS WITHIN THE UNIT OF STRUCTURE.

Several Laue photographs were made both with the rays at right angles

to the (ttt) face and also inclined at small angles to this normal

position. One photograph was made with the rays perpendicular to
the (too) face. The two symmetrical cases are shownin Figs. r and 2.

Flg.
Laue photograph obtained by passing

X-rays through a section of sodium ni-
trate in a direction normal to the (z x z)
plane.

Fig. 2,
Laue photograph obtained by pass-

ing X-rays through a section of sodium
nitrate in a direction normal to the (zoo)
plane [original axes].

From a knowledge of the position of the crystal, the distance from the
crystal to the photographic plate and the crystallographic data, the
stereographic projection can in each case be prepared and the planes

producing the various spots identified. When this is done using the
commonly chosen angle between the axes (Io2' 42.5') there is no simple

correspondence between spots and planes. If, however, the face diagon-
als of the rhombohedron formed by taking the old axes as edges are chosen
as axes, the observed spots prove to be due to simple planes.

CALCULATIONS FROM LAUE PHOTOGRAPHS.

Equation (z) connecting the spacing, angle of diffraction and wave-

length of the X-rays holds true. The spacing d between like planes for
a rhombohedral lattive is'

GAI+2cos a —icos a
l(k'+ k'+ f2) sin' a + 2(kk + k/+ kl)(cos' n —cos n)

where h, t|;, and 1 are the Miller indices of the plane, 0. is the angle between
the rhombohedral axes and a is the length of the side of the unit rhombo-
hedron.
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From equation (I) then

28 sin 8 VI + 2 cos (I —l3 cos
h' + h' + P) sin' n + 2(hk + hl + h ) cos' n —cos n

Sin 0 is readily obtained from measurements u on

n ca cu ated from equation is
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comparison is limited to only those points which are produced by waves
of the same length.

When such a plot is constructed using the indices of planes obtained
from the second set of axes (angle = 77' 24'), it is found that a number
of points, all having odd indices, appear to reHect strongly in the neighbor-
hood of o.2g && zo ' cm. This abnormality, however, could be removed

by the choice of a third set of axes which are the diagonals of the faces,

of the unit rhombohedron made by the second set and are the true axes
of the unit of structure of sodium nitrate. The relation between the:
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Fig. 4.
The points which appear in this figure were chosen not because of their special importance

but for the purposes of illustration only.

three sets of axes is shown in Fig. g. The graph for certain points of the
first unsymmetrical (tilted) photograph (indices those of the third set
of axes) is given in Fig. 4.

THE ARRANGEMENT oF THE AToMs.

The symmetry of sodium nitrate is that of the point group D3". The
spectrum measurements and the inspection of Laue photographs indicate
that the fundamental lattice is rhombohedral. There are two space
groups' of D&" which have l,p, as the fundamental 1attice: D3d' and D3$'.
The group in this case was found to be Dad, '. For D3d' the positions of

~ SchonAies, A. , Krystallsysteme u. Krystallstruktur.
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equivalent points are:

XQS, PZX, GXg; 'l/gZ, ZgS, XZP;

(2) rr, X, r~ gqrg S; rr, $, ry S, r~ X; r~ s, rr Xqr~

T2 1Q, Ty+X, T 13'; T + S, Ty+P, T +X; T +X, T~+ S, T +P;
where the axes XFZ are taken along the newest crystallographic axes
and r, = r„=r, (in length) is a translation of half the length of an

edge of the unit cell in the direction of the subscripted axis. Two mole-

cules of sodium nitrate must be placed within this unit cell of D3&' by
the folloming choice of coordinates.

N = ooo and a/2, a/2, a/2 where a = the side of the rhomb.

&~ = ~/4, o/~, ol4; sa/4, so/4, s~!e.
0=p, a —p, o; o, p, a —p; a —p, o, p; a/2 —p, p —8/2, o/2;

p o/2) 0/2i 0/2 pi 0/2~ C/2 pi p 0/2r

where p/a is fractional part of u.

For this arrangement of atoms the formula giving a quantity propor-
tional to the intensity of the nth order reflection from a plane (hkl) will be

A'+ 8'cc Intensity

x = o + ~ o rr + rr ( ~ —

) * + o ~ ro —a&
2

y cos' ornP(/ —h) +. cos 27rnP(k —l)

8 = (t —cos nrrs) 0 [sin 2ornP (h —k) + sin 2nnP (/ —h) + sin 2ornP (k —l) ],

where X, Xa and 0 represent the distracting (scattering) powers of
nitrogen, sodium and oxygen respectively and s = h + k + l.

Because of the uncertainty of the effect of spacing upon the intensity
of reHection' only spots from planes of nearly equal spacing which were

undoubtedly reHecting in the first order were used in comparisons of
intensity.

The results of the study of the Laue photographs were used

I. To test the truth of the general arrangement as outlined above.
II. To obtain the probable value of P.
III. To compare the calculated data mith the observed when this

probable value of P is used and to search for discrepancies which could

be applied to the more accurate placing of oxygen.
When n = i two cases of expression (g) arise according to the value

ofs(h+k+l). .
' Bragg, W. H. , and Bragg, W. L., op. cit. , Chap. XI.
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Case I.—When s is odd (the indices are either all odd, or two even
and one odd).

A=o,
8 = 20[sin 2s p(k —k) + sin 2s p(l —k) + sin 2~p(k —f)]. (5)

Case 2.—When s is even (the indices are two odd and one even).

A = 2 X+¹ cos s+ 0 cos2s'p(k —k)
2

8 =o.
+ cos 2s'P(l —k) + cos 27I P(k —l)

I. In Case r only oxygen atoms would be expected to reHect. If two
of the indices are equal to each other (as in 335, 252) this 8 term also
becomes zero. This is true no matter what value is assigned to P so that
the presence or absence of such points gives one excellent means of testing
the truth of the general arrangement of atoms. No points of case I
having two equal indices were found.

II. Points of case i, except those where two indices are equal, can be
used to place the oxygen atoms with accuracy. This can be done by
plotting the variations in the value of the calculated amplitude with

changes in the value of P. The various points of case I which appear
in the photographs group themselves according to the values of h —k,
t —h, k —l. In Fig. 5 curves r, 2, 3, or 4 are due to groups of spots

9 4~
E

I12 p IL3

Fig. 5.

whose values fork —k, l —k, and& —l are (—I, —2, 3), ( —i, —t, 2),
(2, 3, 5), and (7, 2, 5). These curves agree in all being intense only close
to the point p = t/4. The oxygen atom must lie, therefore, on the line
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joining nitrogen atonis at a position near to one fourth of the distance
from one nitrogen atom to the next.

III. If the value of P is exactly one fourth, planes fulfilling the condi-
tion of Case i (s is odd) fall into three classes.

(a) When all the indices are odd, the B term of expression (5) becomes
zero.

(b) When the indices a.re two of them even and one of them odd and

the difference between the even indices is divisible by g, the 8 term of

(g) becomes zero.

(c) When the indices are two of them even and one of them odd and
the difference between the even indices is not divisible by 4, the 8 term
of (5) is not zero.

An examination of three Laue photographs which averaged reflections
from one hundred and 6fty planes each, failed to show a single plane of
either class (a) or of class (b). This leads to the conclusion that the
oxygen atoms deviate very slightly, if at all, from the position P = I/O.

As would be expected, since reflection is not then restricted to the
oxygen atoms, spots from planes having two odd and one even indices
(Case z) are most numerous and intense. These planes also are of two
sorts. If, on the one hand, s is divisible by 4, the effect due to the sodium
atoms adds to that due to the nitrogen and oxygen atoms in building up
the reflection from a plane; but if s can not be divided by 4 the amplitude
contributed by the nitrogen atoms is to be subtracted from the effects
of the other atoms. For the same wave-lengths of X-rays and equal
spacing of like planes, a plane of the first sort should reflect more strongly
than one of the second. This was found to be true for those planes which

gave spots upon the photographs.

CONCLUSION.

The results of these experiments conhrm the structure as deduced
by W. L. Bragg. ' Each sodium atom has arranged about it three equi-
distant oxygen atoms. Each of the NO& groups thus formed is sur-
rounded by six equidistant sodium atoms. Each sodium atom has the
centers of six NO3 groups equally far from it. This structure may thus
be thought of as similar to sodium chloride with NO3 groups replacing
the chlorine atoms.

The arrangement of the atoms within the true unit of structure is
shown in Fig. 6. The coordinates of the atoms within this unit cell are
(assuming the length of the side as r):
Nat(o, o, o) andat(/ /2, /),

' Bragg, W. L., op. cit.
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N at (y4 Y4 Y) and (3A, y4', is4'),

0 at (p, t —p, o); (o, p, z —p); (t —p, o, p);

(/I. —P P —+1. iI.) (P —+I. +I. /I. —P); (i, g —P, P —+I.),
where p has a value that is very close to /4. The length of the side of

0 = Ns

0 = N

e:= 9

Fig. 6.
The unit rhombohedron of sodium nitrate.

this unit rhombohedron is 6.o6' X xo ' cm. and the angle between the
axes is 47' I4'.
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